NONFICTION AS WRITING pdf
1: Tutor Tips: Creative Writing
Try these 25 tips out for size and your nonfiction writing will improve almost immediately.

July 21, Do fiction and nonfiction writing have anything in common? After all, their goals are fundamentally
different. One wants to entertain, the other one mainly educates. But take a look at Hunter S. Thompson was a
master at crafting tight, compelling fiction, and he used these very same fiction techniques to become one of
the most highly acclaimed and fascinating nonfiction writers in history. If you want to hook your audience,
some story techniques come in extremely handy. Take a page from your favorite fiction writer and adopt these
five nonfiction writing tips. Tell a memorable story Humans have been fascinated by stories since the dawn of
time. At lunch, we tell our newest stories to our co-workers; at night, we tell fanciful tales to our kids and then
consume suspense from our flatscreens. We remember stories much better than abstract rules, formulas or
concepts. Your post or essay will be stronger and more relatable if you include little examples, experiences
and comparisons. Just two or three additional sentences is often enough to help your words hit home for the
reader. Why not do the same with your nonfiction? She could also just close her browser and go watch TV.
Does your first sentence make the reader want to read the second? Does your second sentence evoke curiosity
for the third? Here are a couple of options for beginnings that I found worked best for my blog: One strategy is
beginning with a little personal or historical story. Before he knows it, he will be halfway through your article.
You could also ask a question that moves your audience. You could start with an interesting or funny thought,
too. Use emotional language Bad nonfiction pieces are overly factual and prosaic. Think of the last academic
paper you read. Metaphors are also an interesting way to add some spice. Palpable words draw the reader into
your text more effectively, so he experiences them instead of simply reading them. They make them feel your
content. Say it simply Have you ever given up on an article or instruction manual because its wording
frustrated you? Provide even more value for your reader by cutting the content down into easily digestible
bites. Look at any post on The Write Life: Ideas are broken down into detail. You see short paragraphs and a
lot of white space. All the components of tight, simple writing are right before your eyes. Many great novels
are written in a fairly simple style. They impress with story rather than with wording. Take any novel by
Charles Bukowski: Do you think his prose would have the same effect if it used long-winded, multi-clause
sentences and a jungle of technical terms? Rather than trying to make a sophisticated expression, Bukowski
conveys emotion and character. Say it as simply as possible, but make sure your idea comes across. Surprise
the reader Good fiction is full of surprising twists, but nonfiction often reads predictably, which is to say, dull.
Do it better and include an unexpected twist or turn when you can. It will keep things interesting and fun for
your audience. Why do we watch dramas and why do we like our gifts wrapped up? For example, if you are
writing an article about robots, you could ask: Which famous person drew early plans for a robot? Leonardo
da Vinci drew up plans for an armored humanoid machine in You could also make a statement and follow it
up with a point that seems like a contradiction. A surprising joke or a provocative comparison can keep the
reader interested as well, provided it fits your style and the format of your writing. Be imaginative, just like a
fiction writer. Finally, how can you train yourself in the above techniques? One way helps for sure: Share your
secret weapons in the comments! Alexander Limberg Alex Limberg is the founder of Ride the Pen, a creative
writing blog that dissects famous authors works, not bodies. The blog also offers detailed writing prompts.
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2: 4 Ways to Write Non Fiction - wikiHow
Do fiction and nonfiction writing have anything in common? After all, their goals are fundamentally different. One wants
to entertain, the other one mainly educates. But take a look at Hunter S. Thompson's work and you will know better.
Thompson was a master at crafting tight, compelling fiction.

According to Vivian Gornick, "A memoir is a tale taken from lifeâ€”that is, from actual, not imagined,
occurrencesâ€”related by a first-person narrator who is undeniably the writer. Beyond these bare requirements
it has the same responsibility as the novel or the short story: The second characteristic is "Exhaustive
research," [4] which she claims allows writers "novel perspectives on their subjects" and "also permits them to
establish the credibility of their narratives through verifiable references in their texts". She stresses the
importance of describing and revivifying the context of events in contrast to the typical journalistic style of
objective reportage. Creative nonfiction writers have embraced new ways of forming their textsâ€”including
online technologiesâ€”because the genre leads itself to grand experimentation. Dozens of new journals have
sprung upâ€”both in print and onlineâ€”that feature creative nonfiction prominently in their offerings. Ethics
and accuracy[ edit ] Writers of creative or narrative non-fiction often discuss the level, and limits, of creative
invention in their works, and justify the approaches they have taken to relating true events. Some of the facts
have slipped through the holesâ€”we no longer know them nor have any means of verifying themâ€”and in
these cases I have reimagined scenes or reconstructed events in a way I believe reflects the essence of the
scene or the event in the minds and hearts of the people who lived through it. To my mind this literary
tinkering does not alter the more profound truth of the story. They argue that " We continuallyâ€”often
unconsciouslyâ€”renovate our memories, shaping them into stories that bring coherence to chaos. Duncan
Barrett and Nuala Calvi, authors of The Sugar Girls , a novelistic story based on interviews with former
sugar-factory workers, make a similar point: However, the essence of the stories related here is true, as they
were told to us by those who experienced them at first hand. Memories of a Wartime Childhood detailing his
experiences as a child survivor of the Holocaust , contained factual inaccuracies. Although there have been
instances of traditional and literary journalists falsifying their stories, the ethics applied to creative nonfiction
are the same as those that apply to journalism. The truth is meant to be upheld, just told in a literary fashion. It
examines the relationship between truth and accuracy, and whether it is appropriate for a writer to substitute
one for the other. He and fact-checker Jim Fingal undergo an intense debate about the boundaries of creative
nonfiction, or "literary nonfiction". As the popularity of the genre continues to expand, many nonfiction
authors and a handful of literary critics are calling for more extensive literary analysis of the genre. This is the
contribution that poststructuralist theory has to make to an understanding of literary nonfiction, since
poststructuralist theorists are primarily concerned with how we make meaning and secure authority for claims
in meaning of language.
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3: Non-fiction - Wikipedia
Non-fiction or nonfiction is content (sometimes, in the form of a story) whose creator, in good faith, assumes
responsibility for the truth or accuracy of the events, people, or information presented.

Strathy You may not have considered writing nonfiction professionally, especially if your career goal has
always been "novelist. Here are some points to consider The market for nonfiction writing is huge. The
demand for good nonfiction outstrips the demand for fiction by a wide margin. For most people, fiction is
something they read strictly for pleasure. Nonfiction is something people must also read for work, school, or
to manage their lives. To take an obvious example: The vast majority of websites offer information -nonfiction, in other words. The human thirst for more up-to-date information is constantly growing, which
means the need for good nonfiction writers is equally huge. If you are looking for ways to earn a living as a
professional writer, it would be a mistake to overlook the market for nonfiction. Both fiction and nonfiction
writers require strong language skills and creativity. Both require the ability to connect with a reader. And
both require the ability to take a reader on an intellectual and emotional journey that will lead them to new
ways of understanding the world or even change the decisions they make in their lives. But it cannot be denied
that writing nonfiction is easier than writing fiction. Nonfiction writers have the advantage of describing the
real world, even if their perspective is subjective. Writing nonfiction, especially for a general audience, takes a
different type of skill. It requires the ability to explain things, to take evidence and concepts, no matter how
complex, and express them in a way that readers will find engaging. Nonetheless, I personally believe that,
while not every nonfiction writer can become a novelist, any good fiction writer can learn to write good
nonfiction. Writing nonfiction gives you an excuse to learn about different subjects. For a lot of writers, the
biggest challenge in life is to avoid boredom. We write because we want our minds to be occupied with
interesting ideas, people , places, etc. Being a nonfiction writer gives you the opportunity to learn about any
subject that interests you in far more depth than the average person. It means keeping your mind occupied with
new information and ideas, which can be an exhilarating and rewarding way to live. Besides, the research you
must do to write nonfiction can be a source of ideas and facts that may eventually enrich your fiction writing
as well. Maybe you just want a way to make money on the side. It can be tough earning a living as a fiction
writer. Lots of people freelance as nonfiction writers while holding down a day job or working on their fiction.
The links below will take you to articles on opportunities to make a career writing nonfiction.
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4: Creative nonfiction - Wikipedia
YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: The Complete Guide to Writing Creative Nonfictionâ€”from Memoir to Literary
Journalism and Everything in Between You Can't Make This Stuff Up is "the essential and definitive guide to creative
nonfiction," according to New Yorker writer and author of The Orchid Thief and Rin Tin Tin, Susan Orlean.

Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Klems
October 24, As a nonfiction writer, you might feel a bit left out during November. All the while, you want to
write a nonfiction book in a month not a novel. Well, you can, and you should. I have news for you, though.
You can write your nonfiction book in 30 days during an event for writers just like youâ€”nonfiction writers.
No need to even restrict your self to a full-length book; you can finish the final draft of a short book, an article,
an essay, a series of blog posts, or your manifesto. As long as you embrace the goal of completing a work of
nonfiction, this event is for you. She is a speaker, a blogger, and an author, book, and blog-to-book coach.
Known as the Inspiration to Creation Coach, she helps creative people combine their passion and purpose so
they move from idea to inspired action and positively and meaningfully impact the world as writers, bloggers,
authorpreneurs, and blogpreneurs. To meet that goal, though, you need to be prepared before the month starts.
While there are similarities between how fiction and nonfiction writers prepare for a book-in-a-month event,
differences exists as well. What you need to do to be ready to get quickly from first to last page of you
manuscript by the end of November also has a lot to do with the type of nonfiction book you choose to write.
The first thing you want to do as you prepare for a month-long nonfiction book-writing challenge is choose a
topic for your project carefully. Remember, you must finish your book in 30 days. Stillâ€¦you know if you
succeed or fail. That would mean you need to complete 5, words per day. You can write 1, words per day over
the course of 30 days. If that still feels like a lot, then opt to write a guide, tip book or booklet. Many ebooks
sold on Amazon today have only 5, to 20, words. Begin with a topic that lends itself to a word-count that feels
doable to you. That gives you a higher chance of success. Yes, the seatsers vs. That plan helps you know
where you are going so you write in a straight line rather than taking many detours. As you know, the need to
make a lot of u-turns takes up a lot of time. When it comes to writing, that means cutting, rewriting and
revising. Create an outline or a table of contents for you book. I like to start by brainstorming my topic and
then taking all the different topics and organizing them into a book structure. I use a mind map. This ends up
looking like a table of contentsâ€”actually a rather detailed table of contents with chapter titles and subheading
titles. You might prefer to just create a simple outline or a bulleted list. Whatever your method of choice,
create something that looks like the structure of a bookâ€”a table of contents. And know what content will fill
that structure as you create your manuscript. Then, when you sit down to write each day, you know exactly
what to write. In fact, the more detailed you make this plan, the more quickly and easily you will write your
book. You will spend little time staring at your computer screen wondering what to write or what comes next.
It will be right there in your writing plan. Inevitably, though, you will discover a need to search for
somethingâ€”a URL, a quote, the title of a book. These things can slow down your process. This is where
preparation can help keep your fingers on the keyboard typing rather than perusing the Internet. For each item
in your planâ€”or your detailed table of contents, brainstorm the possible research you need and make note of
it. Instead, create brackets in your manuscript that say [research here] and highlight them in yellow. Create a
To-Do List Look over your content plan. Take all the research items you listed and put them on a to-do list.
Make a list of URLs, books and articles to find. Look for anything you need to do. For instance, does your
research require that you visit a certain location? You want to conduct your interviews now, not during
November, if at all possible. Gather and Organize Your Materials Gather as much of your research and other
necessary material as you can prior to the end of October. Purchase the books, copy the articles into Evernote.
Get your interviews transcribed as wellâ€”and read through them with a highlighter, marking the quotes you
think you want to use. If you are writing memoir, you might want to gather photos, journals and other
memorabilia. If you are repurposing blog posts, or reusing any other previously published or written material,
you want to put all of this in one placeâ€”an online folder, a Scrivener file or a Word file. Use piles, boxes,
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hanging folders, computer folders, cloud storageâ€¦whatever works best for you. A research based book takes
longer to write, for example, because you have to study, evaluate and determine your opinion of the studies.
You have to read the interviews you conducted, choose appropriate quotes and then work those quotes into
your manuscript. If, on the other hand, you write from your own experiences, this take less time. With the
exception of drawing on anecdotes, an occasional quote or bit of information from a book, the material all
comes from your head. You need only sit down and write about a process you created, your own life story or
your area of expertise. Or you might speed up to 1, words per hour. Determine how long it will take you on
average to compose the number of words you must compete per day to meet your final word-count goal. Then,
figure out how many hours per week you need to set aside during November to finish your manuscript. Create
a Writing Schedule Last, create a writing schedule. You now know how much time you need to write your
book. Now find those hours in your calendar and block them off. Make those hours sacred. Nothing other than
an emergency should take you away from writing your book during those scheduled writing blocks. Find a
quite place to write. Keep your appointments with yourself. Put a Back-Up System in Place. Yesâ€¦this is my
last tip, because you just never know what happens. Your computer crashes or dies. You accidentally delete
your whole manuscript. Your child dumps milk all over your keyboard. Make these plans in advance as well.
You can use Evernote. The other thing you need to has little to do with planning. During your day nonfiction
writing challenge, you must posses an attitude that supports meeting your goal. Be willing to do what it takes
Remain optimistic about meeting your goal. Stay objective about your work. Be tenacious and not let anything
get in the way of finishing your project. With that you will finish your nonfiction book in a month with no
problem. For more great writing advice, click here. Follow Brian on Twitter: WD Newsletter You might also
like:
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5: Fiction Vs. Nonfiction Writing Styles | Pen and the Pad
"If nonfiction is where you do your best writing or your best teaching of writing, don't be buffaloed into the idea that it's an
inferior species. The only important distinction is between good writing and bad writing.".

So how should a writer navigate this foggyâ€”and potentially dangerousâ€”gray area? Point your flashlight
pen right here! The simplest and most obvious definitions: Fiction uses narrative elements plot, characters,
setting, dialogue ; nonfiction uses text features like a glossary. Fiction is best read from first page to last;
nonfiction can be read in sections i. Creative Nonfiction The line between fiction and nonfiction became
blurred by the rise of creative nonfiction. This new genre developed only in the last few decades, mostly on
the heels of authors like Gay Talese, Tom Wolfe, and Joan Didion, who are all well-known for writing new
journalism â€”a kind of journalism which borrows heavily from the techniques of fiction, allowing for the use
of scene, description, character, narrative arc, etc. In other words, these people began to fashion stories out of
the truths they observed, rather than just reporting them. They stuck to the facts, but molded them and
described them in ways that were fresh, evocative, and exciting, rather than the cut-and-dried versions of
storytelling previously associated with nonfiction. Lee Gutkind describes creative nonfiction like this: The
goal is to make nonfiction stories read like fiction so that your readers are as enthralled by fact as they are by
fantasy. In the last two decades, memoirs have quickly become bestsellers and the basis for many films. But
even before new journalism and the rise of the memoir, Truman Capote was blurring the lines between fiction
and nonfiction by borrowing techniques from novels. The book, which rose to instant popularity, is a true
account of four brutal murders in rural Kansas. So things got more and more complicated as nonfiction began
to borrow from fiction. Think of it this way: If you and your friend described the last event you attended
togetherâ€”do you think both versions of the story would match? The truth is often subjective, and different
truths can overlap and intertwine. There are two different types of factâ€”subjective and objective. Objective
facts may be recorded, referenced, measured, or otherwise proven My mother died on October 27, Subjective
facts are a little messier. They may be based on personal emotion or perspective I fell in love with him that
night. The feelings of the author cannot necessarily be proven, so we as readers must accept it as truth and
move on. Credibility is also a factor. If you lie about things that can be proven untrue, your readers will no
longer believe the softer facts that they had initially trusted on good faith. This is where memoirs have crashed
and burned. The entire premise of a memoir is that it is a real-life account, and readers expect that everything
in it is true and actually happened. Can you use composite characters? Is it acceptable to rewrite dialogue from
memory, without transcripts or recordings? Memory is, by nature, not reliable. And we know this. So are we
willing to accept someone recounting their memories as fact? Often, recounting memories is the only way to
get the facts about a certain situation. Not everything that has ever happened has been recorded, so having
someone who was present recount the story is the only way to learn the details. However, a good nonfiction
writer will usually acquire accounts from multiple sources whenever possible, cross-check those accounts with
objective facts, and record the accounts by tape or with notes. These days nonfiction almost always requires
fact-checking, which is the rigorous process of double-checking that the, well, facts are actually true. This
means keeping an audio or written record of your information is vital for a nonfiction writer. Ask yourself
these questions about your writing: Did I fabricate any part of this, even unintentionally? Did I write feelings
or thoughts of others that I was not told they had? Could anybody research and find anything that would
disprove things I have said? If the answer to even one of these questions is YES, then you should either
remove the material that was flagged by these questions, or you should call your work fiction. Sure, it can be a
fictionalized account of a real-life story. Learn more about submitting creative nonfiction and how to stay out
of trouble here.
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6: Fiction v. Nonfiction
How To Write Non-Fiction Resource Page There are many aspects of writing non-fiction, in particular, and on this page,
I outline some of them, as well as listing some interviews that might help on your author journey.

Subscribe to our FREE email newsletter and download free character development worksheets! Guest Column
March 20, We writers share one thing in common: We exist for the moment a reader gently sets eyes to our
first word, our first sentence. From that instant forward, our fate is in our own hands. Either they keep going or
they cast us aside. He has authored and edited 10 books as well as four collections of stories, and a biography.
Mike is also the Editor and Publisher of The Sager Group, a consortium of multi-media artists and writers with
the intent of empowering those who make art without gatekeepers. For more info, please visit: Words on the
screen. Being read is a privilege. When a reader picks me, I feel thankful. And I feel responsible. In this way
writing, to me, is a call to arms. Publication should be a promise to a reader that his or her time and money
will be well spent. And if a reader likes you once. Success is all about the quality of the service you provide.
The rainbow of little thumbs up everyone is so focused upon generating via social media? Well, first and
foremost, there needs to be a pot of golden content. I want to reel them in and take them on a journey. I want
to play with their heads a little. I want to dazzle them a little. And there needs to be a good ending. After the
perspiration and gum shoe work of the reporting and research process, it is time to bring your craft and your
magic. You need to make yours stand out. After a while, I started keeping a list. Do not start stories with the
time, season, or weather conditions. Do not ever use time stamp sub heads ie: See like a movie
cameraâ€”make your writing cinematic. Use your words to make pictures. Build your images in linear fashion.
Employ digression to explain. Use all five sensesâ€”writing is the only medium that is able. Employ the
elements of the novel: And point of view only where appropriate. Begin a couple scenes before the climax,
then backtrack, then move forward. Give the reader a reason to keep reading until the end. In reality, reading
was the first interactive game. Your reader is making their own pictures from your words. And take advantage
of that! It gives the reader an unconscious stake. Why am I using this detail? When in doubt, cut it out. If
someone reads this twenty years from now, will they understand the reference? Let your choice of details
work subtly to invoke the attitude you wish to convey. Instead of slamming the reader over the head with it.
Be careful of too much effect. Rely on nouns and verbs more than adjectives and adverbs. Pick out a good
voice and read out loud to yourself as you write. And also as you edit. Hear the rhythm of the syllables, the
words. Good prose is like a song. Read writing by great writers. You can start with Next Wave: For more info,
please see www. To read dozens more tips on reporting and writing, please see www. For more great writing
advice, click here. Follow Brian on Twitter: WD Newsletter You might also like:
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7: What is the difference between "fiction" and "nonfiction"? | Hoover Public Library
Dinty W. Moore, a well-published author and director of Ohio University's B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. in creative writing
programs, knows that creative nonfiction scenes are anything but a mere matter of listing facts or recreating scenes.
"Our essays are richest and most powerful when the author leads the reader on a journey of discovery, one.

As the sun disappears from the heart of the forest, the jaguar leaps through the underbrush, pumping its
powerful legs. It spies a gharial gliding down the river. The jungle cat pounces, crushing the turtle with his
teeth, devouring the reptile with pleasure. These brushstrokes, which include appositives, participles, and
absolutes, are simple tools to help students compose more interesting sentences. The macaw uses its sharp
beak to strike intruders. Tearing, ripping, battering, the blue macaw strikes the intruder until it is defeated. The
howler is a primary consumer who eats nuts and berries. The howler monkey, a primary consumer, munches
his breakfast of nuts and berries. Then it hit me like a pile of encyclopedias falling on my head. Writing is
essential not just in language arts, but in all subject areas. I compiled a file of strong nonfiction models to use
as I conferenced with students, to show them how authors can write about science with voice and passion. By
allowing choice and providing extended periods of time in class to write, I sent a message to my students: I
just needed to take them out and use them. It is now 3: I collapse, savoring the solitude. Glancing around the
classroom, I survey the damage: She should be back for them at exactly 3: As I gather up the latest batch of
project portfolios and shove them in my backpack, Camille comes crashing through the door clutching a
rumpled folder. I forgot to turn it in. I flip through the folder she has dropped on my lap. The cover is crooked
and smudged, and the title page is at the end, but as I read, I feel like dancing! I remember how she stewed and
struggled over her revisions. Here is part of it. The white tiger lives in the grassland. It is a predator who eats
bison. The white tiger is a solitary animal which hunts alone. It pounces on its prey and eats until it is tired.
The tiger uses its sharp teeth to tear the bison apart. The raging white beast runs through the grassland chasing
a delicious wild bison. After the tiresome hunt it will rest before hunting again. Traveling in packs is too
noisy, so the fearless warrior travels in lonesome, quiet solitude, waiting for a chance to pounce on an
unsuspecting prey. Teaching Information Writing K In a Race for Survival.
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8: Writing Nonfiction: An Alternative Path to Becoming a Professional Writer
She is the founder of National Nonfiction Writing Month, aka the Write Nonfiction in November Challenge, and the
Nonfiction Writers' University. www.enganchecubano.com Let's say, however, that you do, indeed, want to write a
nonfiction book in a month.

We have also included some tips about Writing Negatively About People in Your Life as well as links to some
well-known examples of creative non-fiction to give you a sense of what is out there. Creative nonfiction
merges the boundaries between literary art fiction, poetry and research nonfiction statistical, fact-filled, run of
the mill journalism. Sometimes called literary journalism or the literature of fact, creative nonfiction merges
the boundaries between literary art fiction, poetry and research nonfiction statistical, fact-filled, run of the mill
journalism. Creative nonfiction should 1 include accurate and well-researched information, 2 hold the interest
of the reader, and 3 potentially blur the realms of fact and fiction in a pleasing, literary style while remaining
grounded in fact. Content of creative nonfiction: Say, for instance, the writer is using techniques from literary
journalism to create a portrait of a person interviewed. On the other hand, nonfiction writers often choose to
write about topics or people close to them including themselves. As long as the piece deals with something
real, or something based on the real, the writer is allowed to take the piece in any direction he or she wishes. In
creative nonfiction, writers attempt to observe, record, and thus shape a moment s from real life. Writers thus
extract meaning through factual detailsâ€”they combine the fact of detail with the literary extrapolation
necessary in rendering meaning from an observed scene. At the same time, successful creative nonfiction
attempts to overlay fact with traditional conceptions of dramatic structure. While rendering meaning from an
observed scene, a piece should suggest a beginning, middle and end that clearly conveys the conflict and the
characters, and pushes the action toward some sort of closure. In effect, creative nonfiction attempts to project
a dramatic, literary framework upon everyday existence, rendering it enjoyable, enlightening and potentially
meaningful. While writing creative nonfiction, writers should dwell on sensory details and "show show show.
Due to the fact that creative nonfiction is an ever-evolving genre of writing, it is difficult to define set types: A
piece of writing, usually in the first person, that focuses on a topic through the lens of the personal experience
of the narrator. It can be narrative or non-narrative-it can tell a story in a traditional way or improvise a new
way for doing so. Ultimately, it should always be based on true, personal experience. It is usually, but not
necessarily, narrative. It uses imagery and details to relay the meaning, or the main idea of the piece. Literary
journalism uses the techniques of journalism such as interviews and reviews in order to look outside of the
straight forward, objective world that journalism creates. It can often be narrative or heavily imagistic.
Another important aspect of literary journalism is that it often stretches the idea of "objective facts" in order to
better reflect real life and real people. Therefore, by taking the "objectiveness" out of the journalistic process,
the writer is being more truthful. The lyric essay is similar to the personal essay in that it also deals with a
topic that affects the reader. However, the lyric essay relies heavily on descriptions and imagery. Lyrical
suggests something poetic, musical, or flowing in a sense. This type of piece uses a heavily descriptive,
flowing tone in order to tell a story. Top of Page Memoir: Tips for Writing about Your Life Memoirs are an
often overlooked subdivision of creative writing, and more specifically, creative non-fiction. They have the
potential to be incredibly interesting, richly developed, beautifully moving pieces that can sometimes be
confused with autobiography. Memoirs have the capacity to be funny, profound, moving, cynical, etc.
Memoirs can focus on one specific event, place, person, etc. Here are some basic things you should know
about writing a memoir: Choose a topic that you care about, for this will make your piece more descriptive,
emotional, and creative. Even though it is about YOUR life, if you care about your topic then so will the
reader. Seek a deeper or underlying theme within the simple description of an event etc. Use a lot of
description and imagery, if you can, to make the reader feel like they know the topic intimately. Do not
confuse memoirs with autobiography, they are NOT the same thing as noted above. You may want to find
some memoirs in the library or online in order to get a feel for the variety out there and some of the ways you
might want to go about writing yours. A few examples we are familiar with are: A memoir does not have to be
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a long, all-inclusive cataloguing of your life-that could be overwhelming, boring, and read more like a formal
autobiographychoose a specific focus. Take a new perspective, get creative, find a way to make your piece
more interesting, fresh, thought-provoking etc. Hers is specifically labeled a metaphorical memoir in order to
avoid this controversy though it has followed her anyway , and so perhaps saying something to that effect is a
way of avoiding complaints of false advertising and fraud. Though you should not claim something to be true
that is not, you can choose what you want to leave out of or include in your memoir. You can make it read like
fiction, and you can make conscious decisions to surround your work with ambiguity that questions the nature
of truth vs. It may sound complicated, but really is quite basic: Finally, have fun with it! Memoirs can be very
emotionality releasing, fun to play around with, and can reward not only the reader but also you, the writer.
Top of Page The Personal Essay: A Few Pointers The personal essay is one of the most popular forms of
creative non-fiction writing found in English classes, especially in high school but also, to a certain degree and
in a more complex way, college. This kind of writing allows you to explore a topic through the lens of your
own, personal experiences, reflections, ideas, and reactions. It can be one of the most powerful kinds of
writing you get to do, both in its direct connection to you, the writer, allowing you to engage with material in
class at a very personal, complex, and meaningful level, and also in the amount of latitude that you as a writer
are afforded in terms of style, technique, and form. In some ways, the personal essay is similar to memoir and
many of the same techniques can be used effectively. Not to be confused with form see below. Your essay,
like other essays, should have some kind of coherent organization to it. No matter how you choose to organize
and what form you use , be sure that your paragraphs and ideas flow from one to the next, connected by a
common theme trying to tackle the topic on which you are writing. This allows the reader to follow your
experience. One of the best parts of this kind of writing is the power given to you as the writer. There is no
form, no formula, no tried and true method that you must use to be effective. In fact, to copy something that
somebody else has done is not only rather boring, but also defeats the purpose of this being a personal essay.
Choose a form and style that suits you and is fitting for the experience that you are describing. Try to think of
the form as a part of the writing itself, not just a framework for it: Use language to enhance what you are
writing about and not just as a means to say it. Choosing at Topic and Approach When beginning a personal
essay, you should choose a significant event in your life. This can be almost anything, but something about it
should matter to you. Many personal essays hinge around a sad experience, but joy is just as strong an
emotion, if not more so. As always in creative writing, you should consider why you are writing this piece:
What can you learn from revisiting the memory? Whatever you choose to write about must be important to
you, hinge around your experience, and have some impact on you. When writing a personal essay, it is
important to remember that the main character is you. This is challenging for a lot of people who are used to
expressing themselves through a character or through poetry. Personal essays demand more vulnerability than
either of these forms. However, it is this vulnerability that fuels the personal essay. You cannot learn from the
experience unless you are honest with yourself, and readers will not be able to understand why this experience
is significant if you hide yourself from view. Your character in the story can only develop if you claim the
story as your own. Revising Tips While one of the most common kinds of creative non-fiction writing at least
in an academic setting , the personal essay is probably one of the harder assignments to revise. However, a
personal essay often needs someone to tamper with it in order to make it a complete piece. The voice and tone
are important in the personal essay because they reflect the attitude the writer is trying to get across. Is the
mood happy? Ask yourself or the writer: Does it reflect the tone of the piece? Does the piece incorporate some
experimental ideas? Some experimental ideas include: Details and imagery can only help a personal essay;
they help to develop a story by making it more real to the reader. Dialogue between characters not only helps
the reader to understand the relationships, it helps the reader to understand the individual characters and their
actions. Imagery also helps with this and ties back into showing v. Everything in a piece of creative writing is
subject to scrutiny, including word choice. Is the writing fresh? How a piece of creative non-fiction writing is
put together is extremely important. The form not only needs to be organized well, it also speaks to the piece
as a whole. Good questions to ask: Why is it organized in this way? Scenes, dialogue, narrative structure,
setting, and an emphasis on language are all important aspects of creative nonfiction as well. Top of Page
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Writing Negatively About People in your Life When it comes to writing creative nonfiction, the vast majority
of the material is going to be from experience. Writers will write about things they have gone through,
monumental events in their lives, and the people they have encountered. While the closest people in your life
often leave a positive impact, what happens when you want to write negatively about them? It can be hard to
feel like it is your place to expose personal parts of others without their permission for the sake of your piece.
However, it is ultimately your decision what you would like to write about and what you feel is necessary to
include.
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9: 8 Ways to Prepare to Write Your Nonfiction Book in a Month | www.enganchecubano.com
This is an excerpt from How to Write Non-Fiction: Turn Your Knowledge into Words by Joanna Penn. Available in ebook,
print, audiobook and workbook formats.. Here are some of the reasons why people write non-fiction books.

Despite the name of the parent site, I started this series with the hope of being an advocate of nonfiction. I was
a year out of my M. I wanted to talk to these women. I wanted to ask them questions about their experiences
as writers, how they approach writing in general and nonfiction specifically, and, most importantly, I wanted
their names to be known. I also wanted an excuse to email some incredible women I admire and try to trick
them into being my friend under the guise of a professional interview. I began by talking to the women writers
I knew personally, through my M. Those women recommended other women for me to talk to, who
recommended other women, who recommended even more women. Though men were still dominating the
nonfiction bestseller list and still are: And from speaking with them and listening to them, I learned, and
continue to learn, so much. So far I have published 39 Non-Fiction by Non-Men interviews, one a month for
over three years, and I have no intentions of stopping any time soon. Being able to talk with these smart, kind,
thoughtful writers has been an education in itself â€” I have learned more from them, dare I say, than I learned
in my M. They knew what they wanted to do, and they followed the path to get there: The path to becoming a
writer, however, has no such checklist. Some get an M. Some start as journalists; others start by writing secret
blogs. Having no set path can be totally terrifying, but also liberating. I went to a Catholic grade school, and in
the s it was clear â€” even to a six-year-old â€” that priests have much more power and many more privileges
than nuns. And that boys had more prerogatives than girls. I wanted to be an altar boy. I wanted to be on the
basketball team. In my case, the questions were about the dynamics of power â€” between men and women,
haves and have-nots, the strong and the weak, the citizen and the state Cris Beam: I really love learning about
different types of people, and I love reporting on them. I write to try to understand how people make their
decisions, how they live together, how they form communities. You can do that with fiction, you can
imagineâ€”but nonfiction allows me to actually spend time with people and ask them questions I might not be
able to ask in fiction. Nonfiction allows me to be a kind of spy. Nonfiction allows me to actually spend time
with people and ask them questions I might not be able to ask in fiction. I had an internship at The Onion
when I first started out. Obviously those stories are not real, but they treat it like journalism â€” writers
spit-balling stuff off each other. I liked that worldâ€¦ I applied to the nonfiction program [at Columbia]
because it felt naturalâ€¦ I also just love to read nonfiction. And I love Geoff Dyer â€” for a while I was just
reading and rereading his books. Looking at him, I realized you can do all the fun things when writing
nonfiction: You can do that with fiction too, but it made more sense to do that with nonfiction. Maybe it was
just the examples I had. Nonfiction feels like the only genre available to me. I wish it were more of a decision!
It will take some time for you to find the thing that is right for you, and not everything works for everyone.
Some people teach and write, others edit and write, others wait tables and write, others work in advertising and
write. But it takes time. I can take my time thinking about things â€” but I have less time than I might as a
freelance writer. So there are always trade-offs. But at the same time, every experience has that possibility.
When I was in my early twenties, a lot of my comics were shorter gag strips about humorous situations my
friends and I would get into, so my friends would actively try to make it into my comics. I tried to keep myself
in the mindset that no one would ever read this thing. Otherwise I knew my tendency would be to self-censor.
I would write what I needed to write and cut back later. But there are some family revelations that were really
hard things, things that I had heard whispers of, or sideways rumors of as a kid, that only later got confirmed
by my one aunt who will talk about these things. It was really difficult to figure out where my story ended, and
what I had the right to say. At some point you have to draw a circle. Once you accept that fact, writing
becomes a lot easier. I am terrified of making mistakes, getting things wrong. Whenever you write nonfiction
about anything whatsoever, someone will write to tell you that you maligned them or got something wrong. I
like working with fact-checkers. I recently read a profile of a writer who said she cried when she got things
wrong and had to have that correction line at the bottom of her piece online. I can totally relate to that. I never
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asked my mother if it was okay to disclose that she had been undocumented. The memoir came out and I
realized that was wrong, so I asked her after the fact, and she said, okay, why not! I got lucky there. So now I
use that to remind my students that when you are going to write about other people, you are going to make
mistakes. You cannot possibly see everything and predict everything, so you need to anticipate that you will
make mistakes along the road and you will rectify that when the time comes. Other writers thought my
favorite story was maudlinâ€”but was that a matter of taste, or a matter of race? Use your status as an outsider
as a way into the material, do your research, and, in the end, trust yourself. There was a learning curve for me
before I accepted my own authority. My first draft [of My Dead Parents] was 40, words longer than it needed
to be. That is not a good thing. That is not what an editor wants. But I had known so little about his career and
I was afraid of my own authoritative knowledge that I wanted everyone to know everything I had researched,
to prove to my readers that I had become an authority. Even if you primarily write novels or short stories,
journaling about your own real life can help you figure out what you think about the world. It can be a form of
therapy. Finding a narrative for your life brings sense to that chaos. I can say that nothing taught me so much
about being a woman as writing. In the same way, the challenge of writing is that, while it can be really great
therapy, great therapy is not necessarily good writing. Writing has helped to keep me alive and give me a
sense of meaning. It gives me a sense of motion and a feeling of control. If I am in this big moveable world,
being moved by forces not my control, writing gives me the illusion of having a little treadmill in the abyss.
Through writing I can square off an area, and I can move within that areaâ€¦ My journal is largely a lot of
exercises I am doing with myself to keep my mind from consuming itself. Sometimes writing fiction can help
you figure out how to write better nonfiction, and vice versa. As a teacher, I sometimes talk about sub-genres
of nonfiction as a pedagogical tool to help students think about certain features of the work we are studying,
but I understand sub-genres, like genres, as false categories. I think what is so unfortunate about genre is that
people think about it as so black and white. There is a whole tradition of literary nonfiction that involves
blending [genres]. There are the bones of the story, which would be the reporting, but then you try to build the
story in a literary way â€” not just handing over information but handing over ideas. But depending on how
the publisher packages the book, people only look at it as one way or anotherâ€¦ Perspective changes
everything. The Internet is great because it has allowed so many more people â€” often those who have long
been denied a platform, such as women and people of color and LGBTQ folks â€” to be heard. The Internet
also allows for writers and readers to interact on a more personal and immediate level â€” for better and for
worse. And for all the bad things about the Internet, it is a meritocracy: I say all the time that all I want to do is
make a woman laugh. So when people reach out to me and say hey, I was having a terrible day and I read this
thing you wrote, and I felt better, that makes it worth it to me. Knowing that people enjoy it. Especially when
it comes to my blog â€” I do that shit for free. So when I get those messages from people, it makes it all worth
it. Through the power of Photoshop, the author is getting her book into the hands of celebs from Oprah to Jon
Snowelectricliterature. If you write about the things you really care about, your passion for that subject will
come through. Readers respond to that. I love the personal essay because it can incorporate so many different
genres in a single piece of writing. There can be elements of reporting, criticism, memoir, poetry, comedy, and
on and on. My first official job was at Newsweek in the s. I made a very conscious decision to write about
both and not to do that exclusively. I would not let myself get pushed off turf, which I was capable of writing
about â€” reviewing European literature, European history, white American male artists. I worked very hard to
do all of those things. And I made sure that other people of color, women â€” I made sure that their work was
reviewed by me, because I cared about it â€” and it was almost never getting reviewed by anybody elseâ€¦ It
was my way of asserting two kinds of power and confidence and authority.
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